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Derivation of high-resolution (HR) spatial distribution of data is a fundamental problem in Earth observation, either in the case of physical variables or when the data is obtained as the output of a classification process. We show that the problem can be resolved through information fusion at different scales.  In the case of physical intensive variables of fully developed turbulence, as encountered in satellite Oceanography and Ocean/Climate interactions,  we show that the derivation of HR data can be solved using a new method based on an approximation of the energy cascade, expressed in a microcanonical formulation, and associated to turbulent signal provided by HR satellite data. The generality of the approach offers the opportunity to infer different oceanic signals from Low Resolution (LR) to HR. The basic idea is to use optimal cascading to decrease the spatial resolution of the HR signal, then use the signal available at LR, transmit that information along the scales back to higher spatial resolution using the cascade to obtain a new HR signal. The process has been successfully used to obtain oceanic currents [1, 2], oceanic partial pressure of CO2 [3], and more recently sea surface salinity. 
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